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APPEAL from a judgment of the Superior Court of San Diego

County, Joan P. Weber, Judge. Affirmed.

Ralphs Grocery Company (Ralphs) appeals a judgment .in favor

of Terrill L. Finton, Dianne Gober, Sar~h Lang, Talma (Peggy)

Noland, Suzanne Papiro and Tina Swann (collectively Respondents)

on their complaint seeking compensatory and punitive damages for

sexual harassment by one of Ralphs i store directors, Roger

Misiolek. On appeal, Ralphs contends the Respondents i dismissal

with prejudice of Misiolek acted to release Ralphs from

liability; the punitive damages award was not supported by



substantial evidence meeting the requirements of Civil Code

section 3294, subdivision (b); 1 the instructions on punitive

damages were improper; an employer should not be held strictly

liable for sexual harassment by a supervisor, the court i s new

trial grant was improperly limited to the amount of punitive
,: ~ ~~.~ '..';\ ~

damages and certain evidence of Misiolek i s misconduct should ~e

excluded in. any future proceedings. We affirm.

FACTS

Ralphs does not contest the sufficiency of the evidence to

support a finding Misiolek sexually harassed the Respondents.

The issues on appeal include whether Ralphs had knowledge of

Misiolek's sexual harassment conduct prior to the Respondents i

complaints and whether Ralphs approved of or ratified Misiolek IS

conduct following the Respondents i complaints.

In the Ralphs grocery company, the highest onsite position

at an individual store is that of store director. The store

director has the responsibility for the store i s operation,

hiring entry level employees, disciplining employees and making

recommendations for employee promotions, transfers and firings.

The store director, according to Ralphs' written policy was also

responsible for compliance with the company's policies and

standards wi thih the store. Below the store director is the

1 All statutory references are to the Civil Code unless

otherwise specified.
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store i S operations manager. Above the store director is the

district manager who is in charge of several stores. The

district manager has authority to transfer individuals from

store to store within certain limits and acts as. a liaison to
upper management for the operation of the stores within the

manager i s district. The district manager reports to the

division or group vice president of store operations.

Misiolek's Conduct at Prior Store Locations

The Respondents presented several employees who had worked

at the Grossmont or Sports Arena stores while Misiolek was store

director at these stores.

Lynne Green testified that while she worked as a cashier at

the Sports Arena store Misiolek pressed his body against her

when exchanging money with her and stroked her arm, wrist and

hands while handing her money. She did not tell Misiolek to

stop or complain to anyone other than her husband.

Karen Keiko Henderson was a grocery manager at the Sports

Arena store. She complained to Brian Finley, the Sports Arena

operations manager, about Misiolek putting 
his arm around her

shoulder and keeping her alone in his office for overly long

periods of time. Finley offered to file a complaint on her

behal f wi th upper management. She did not request Finley to

file a complaint because she felt she could take care of the

matter herself if it went. further. At the time she complained.
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to Finley, Henderson had been recently promoted. She was

transferred to another store the week after she complained to

Finley. Finley testified he did not file a complaint with upper

management. Henderson testified it was normal to be transferred

to another store after being promoted.

Doreen Conroy worked one day as a substitute bookkeeper

under Misiolek at the Grossmont store. On that day, Misiolek

threw a phone at her while she was standing in the doorway of

his office waiting to speak to him. Later, when Conroy sought a

transfer from her regular store, she was offered a position at

the Sports Arena store where Misiolek was store director. She

did not want transfer to that store because of Misiolek but she

was told it was the only transfer choice available at that time.

While at the Sports Arena store i Misiolek called Conroy a

IIworthless bitch 11 and a IIfat bitch, 11 called a customer a

11 fucking cunt, 11 said lIyou cunt 11 to others. and regularly used

profaIIi ty . His temper was directed at both men and women and he

used profanity with everyone. On one occasion Misiolek threw a

hard black cachet shield at Conroy i s face while they were at the

check stand. She saw him throw other items in the public area

of the store. Frequently, he would bang hard on the door of the

bookkeeping office with his briefcase when she was in the

office. One time he came up behind her in the bookkeeping

office while she was sitting in a ròlling chair, pushed his body
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against the back of the chair and pinned her to the desk which

she found intimidating. She testified Misiolek never made a

sexual advance or touched her in a sexual manner.

Conroy complained to her friends at another store, to

family members and to Finley. In response to her complaints,

Firtley helped her to avoid contact with Misiolek. After'she had

complained, she was offered.a transfer to another store by

District Manager Gerald Smith. Smith testified he transferred

Conroy to the Sports Arena store because the bookkeeper at the

Sports Arena store lived near to the Bonita store where Conroy

then worked and it seemed a logical transfer. Later, Conroy was

transferred from the Sports Arena store because there was an

opening at a new store in Chula Vista, which was closer to

Conroy i S home. Misiolek testified he believed Conroy sought a

transfer from Sports Arena because she had moved. Smi th

testified he was unaware Conroy had any complaints about

Misiolek.

Sheila Peles was a service deli manager at the Sports Arena

store. While at the Sports Arena store, Misiolek berated her,

threw a schedule on the floor at her feet, treated her with

disrespect when she asked for her 10-year service pin, used

profanity in front of customers i referred to a woman as a 11 fat

slut, 11 and commented that a woman employee who had many children

"should have her twat sewn shut. 11 Peles was also told that
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Misiolek had called one of the women in Peles' s department a

IIcunt.1I

Peles requested a transfer out of the Sports Arena store

from her immediate supervisor. Peles believed her supervisor

talked with District Manager Smith. Peles met with her

supervisor and Smith about the transfer request. She did not

remember if Smith asked why she was requesting the transfer.

She did not bring up Misiolek i s statement about the woman having

her 11 twat sewn shut 11 at the meeting. Peles was granted a

transfer to another store. Smi th stated he was unaware of

Peles's complaints, and that Peles was transferred because she

was having operational and personnel problems at the Sports

Arena store i including having people working under her

complaining that she was not doing her fair share of the work.

In December 1997, over a year after Respondents had filed

suit against Misiolek and Ralphs, Peles had a meeting with Smith

and her union representative about her subsequent tardiness at

the Bonita and National City stores. At the meeting Peles gave

Smith a list documenting Misiolek i s most serious misconduct at

the Sports Arena store.

Operations Manager Finley testified that before he started

working for Misiolek he had heard Misiolek had 
a bad temper. He

heard Misiolek yell at people dozens of times, including

customers, and saw Misiolek throw a telephone. Between 10 and
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50 employees complained to him about Misiolek .. Finley acted as

a buffer between Misiolek and the employees in the store and did

so fairly often. Finley recalled that Conroy and Henderson had

complained to him. Conroy felt Misiolek treated her with

disrespect. Henderson complained about Misiolek being too close

to her in the bookkeeping office and about Misiolek touching her

hair. Finley did not forward the complaints to upper

management.

District Manager Smith testified that on his visit to

stores he had observed that. Misiolek was sometimes abrupt or

abrasive. No one had complained to him about Misiolek being

abrupt or abrasive. He testified the only complaint he had

heard about Misiolek at the Sports Arena store was from the

service deli manager about making a sandwich for Misiolek. When

interviewed following the report of sexual harassment at the

Escondido store, Smith stated he was aware of three complaints

against Misiolek, two from customers; the third complaint was

not by Peles.

Misiolek's Conduct at the Escondido Store

Misiolek became store director of the Escondido store in

August 1995. The Respondents were employees at Ralphs i store in

Escondido. Some were cashiers i one was the manager of the

bakery department and one was a bookkeeper. The bakery
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department manager also had bookkeeping responsibilities as did

one of the other Respondents.

While store director at the Escondido store, Misiolek

engaged in inappropriate touching including pressing his body

against female cashiers when Misiolek did what he called "double

tillingll; i. e., standing in the check stand area with a female

cashier, making change while the cashier scanned for groceries ,

a practice that made body-to-body contact inevitable. Misiolek

would also exchange money with female cashiers in the check

stand area so that there would be body-to-body contact. In the

bookkeeping office of the store, Misiolek would sometimes

position his chair and his body so it would press against a

female employee and sometimes place his hand over the employee i s

hand while she was writing. At various times, he grabbed some

of the Respondents by their waists, stuck a finger in the ear of

one appellant and twisted it, grabbed the faces of two of the

Respondents and pulled them toward his and touched or tried to

touch some of the Respondents i breasts.

Misiolek also used profanity, including in the public areas

of the store,. and called female employees or customers "cunt,1I

IIbitch," "fucking bitch, 11 "fucking cunt, 11 or 11 sluts. 11 He. made

inappropriate comments on the sex life of some of the

Respondents, and threw various items at some of the Respondents.

In April 1996, in the bookkeeping office after appellant Gober
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told Misiolek that she was too busy to help another employee

look for a bill, Misiolek grabbed Gober by her shoulders and

threw her in a chair with such force that the chair rolled

across the room until it hit a desk. Misiolek stood over Gober

and yelled, "You'll do what the hell, I tell you to do." Gober

was afraid Misiolek was going to hit her. That evening, Gober IS

husband in her presence telephoned Ralphs' Senior Vice President

of Human Resources Mary Lou Wakefield to complain about the

sexual harassment Gober had suffered.

Neither Gober nor any of the other Respondents had made any'

prior complaints to Ralphs i management about Misiolek i s conduct.

Ralphs' Conduct Following Gober's Report

Following her conversation with Gober i s husband, Wakefield

contacted Gary Raymond, the group vice president of southern

division store operations i who in turn contacted Misiolek IS

district manager, Dan Hutchinson. At Raymond's request,

Hutchinson telephoned Misiolek and told him not to report to the

Escondido store the next day; Ralphs transferred Misiolek to

another store that was 'being closed. , Wakefield then called"

Gober tö tell her Misiolek would not be returning to the

Escondido store while Gober's complaint was being investigated.

Wi thin a week of Gober's complaint, Wakefield and Raymond

interviewed each of the Respondents at the Escondido store,

other employees at the Escondido store,' Misiolek' s current and
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, past superiors (Hutchinson and Smith) and Misiolek i s operations

managers at the Escondido and Sports Arena stores. Misiolek

denied the allegations .

Ralphs concluded the complaints about Misiolek had merit.

On May 13, 1996, Group Vice President Raymond and District

Manager Hutchinson met with Misiolek and presented him with a

written memorandum concerning his inappropriate physical

touching and profanity toward female employees as well as his

harassment and harsh treatment of, customers. The memorandum

stated Misiolek had undergone professional counseling and had

been counseled to follow Ralphs i management guidelines and

sexual harassment policy. It also stated Misiolek would be

reassigned to another store "to provide an opportunity for (him)

to demonstrate that he has considered the seriousness of his

counseling and made corrective adjustments to his management

style. " Misiolek signed a statement on the memorandum

indicating that he understood that he had been put on notice and

"that failure to bring about immediate and substantial

improvement in the areas discussed will result in further

disciplinary action, up to and including termination." Af ter

signing the written warning and acknowledging that if he did not

improve he could face further discipline, including termination,

Misiolek was escorted into the office of the senior vice

president of store operations who stressed the seriousness of
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the matter to Misiolek. Misiolek testified there was no mention

of the possibility of discipline or termination at the meeting.

Ralphs transferred Misiolek to a store in Mission Viej o.

The Mission Viej 0 store was further from Misiolek' s home and

therefore his commute would be longer and this longer commute

was intended as a punishment. Additionally, the store was

located outside the San Diego region where the Respondents

worked and could be assigned. Misiolek testified he did not

believe the transfer to the Mission Viejo store was a demotion

because its store volume was similar to the Escondido store, but

admitted he preferred working at the Escondido store because it

was a lot closer to his home. Ralphs did not inform the Mission

Viej 0 operations manager, Kathleen Young, about the reason for

Misiolek i S transfer.

Operations Manager Young began receiving complaints from

employees about Misiolek' stemper, use of profanity and throwing

things. There were no complaints about inappropriate touching.

In December 1996, Operations Manager Young reported the

complaints to District Manager Hutchinson. In August 1997,

Young asked Hutchinson to remove Misiolek from the store because

of Misiolek' s foul language and batting a phone across a desk in

the front of the store. Hutchinson was ineffectual in his

attempts to have Misiolek stop his offending conduct. Young

testified she believed Misiolek was demeaning to women. She
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. .'.

sought a transfer from Hutchinson to another store in part

because she did not like working with Misiolek and she told

Hutchinson she was willing to take a demotion, if necessary, to

obtain the transfer.

In September 1997, a customer complaint about Misiolek's

conduct was forwarded to Ralphs i Vice President of Human

Resources Sheri Meek. Meek investigated the complaint. In

October 1997, Group Vice President RaYmond and an assistant

district manager visited the Mission Viejo store, found problems

in the store displays and produce department, brought in workers

from other stores to bring the Mission Viej 0 store up to

standard, wrote a memo to Hutchinson summarizing the problems,

and placed a copy of the memo in Misiolek i s personnel file. The

memo stated Misiolek needed to improve his performance or face

removal from management.

In late November 1997, Raymond and the assistant district.

manager met with Misiolek and informed him of the problems they

saw at the Mission Viejo store, including that customers and

employees were dissatisfied with him. In December 1997, Ralphs

demoted Misiolek from store director to food clerk and

reassigned him to work as a merchandise receiver working in a

warehouse of another store. His pay was cut in half and he lost

any chance for advancement in the company.
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DISCUSSION

I

Re traxi t

Ralphs argues the plaintiffs i dismissal of Misiolek before

trial acts as a retraxit barring the continuation of the lawsuit

against it. 2

In support of its argument, Ralphs relies on a number of

old cases stating that a release of one joint tort feasor

releases the remaining tortfeasors. ~See, e.g., Dougherty v.

Cal. Kettleman oil R. , Inc. (1939) 13 Cal.2d 174, 180; Bee v.

Cooper (1932) 217 Cal. 96, ioa - 101; Lamoreux v. San Diego etc.

Ry. Co. (1957) 48 Cal.2d 617, 624.) This rule was designed to

prevent a plaintiff from obtaining a double recovery.

(Dougherty v. Cal. Kettleman oil R., Inc., supra, 13 Cal. 2d at

p. 180; Charleville v. Metropolitan Trust Co. (1934) 136

Cal .App. 349, 355.) Some of the old cases focused on the

language of the particular documents as to whether they were

"covenants not to sue" rather than" releases" and a dispute

existed in the law as to whether a plaintiff could settle with

one ,joint tort feasor without releasing the remaining joint

tortfeasors. (See, e.g., Hawber v. Raley (1928) 92 Cal.App. 701

2 "A dismissal with prejudice is the modern

law retraxit." (Torrey Pines Bank v. Superior
Cal .App. 3d 813, 820.)

name for a common
Court. (1989) 216
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(holding release of one defendant was not a covenant not to sue

but a release that released all other defendants); Flynn v.

Manson (1912) 19 Cal.App. 400 (holding the weight of authority

supported a conclusion that a release intended to release only

the settling defendant was ineffective) .)

In the intervening years, as a result of changes in

statutory law, it has become clear that the terms and intentions

of a settlement agreement or' release are controlling and that a

plaintiff may settle and release one tort 
feasor without

releasing the remaining tortfeasors. (See Code of Civ. Proc.,

§ 877; McCall v. Four Star Music Co. (1996) 51 Cal.App.4th 1394,

1400 ("The intent of the parties as expressed in the release is

controlling. "); Milicevich v. Sacramento Medical Center (1984)

155 Cal.App.3d 997, 1003, fn. 8; Ritter v. TechnicolorCorp.

(1972) 27 Cal.App.3d 152, 153.) The Legislature enacted Code of

Civil Procedure section 877, in part, to abrogate the common law

rule "mandating that a release of one j oint tort feasor for

consideration released all others." (Neverkovec v. Federicks

(1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 337, 345, fn. 4.) Further, contrary to

Ralphs i suggestion, it now is clear that ". . . release of an

agent before trial does not discharge his principal from tort

liability, even though the sole basis alleged for recovery from

the principal is his vicarious liability for the acts of his

agent. II (Ritter v. Technicolor Corp., supra, 27 Cal.App.3d at
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